
CLIPSENING                                                                                          Listening through videoclips       

Video #057: Sesame Street. Flamenco Dance School

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncPPVha9T6c 

Level: 1-2 ESO Variety: American

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Objectives:

 Vocabulary related to flamenco

 Awareness of flamenco in other countries    

 Orienteering: Flamenco Hunt

BEFORE (10') On 16th November, 2010, Flamenco was designated World Intangible Culture 

Heritage by Unesco.

Activity 1: Can you match these flamenco words to their definitions?

a) COMPÁS   b) DUENDE   c) ZAPATEO   d) JALEO   e) TACÓN   f) LETRA   g) BAILAOR   h) TOCAOR

1) an intense emotional state which is key to 
the passion of flamenco. DUENDE

2) to do flamenco footwork. ZAPATEO

3) A professional flamenco dancer. BAILAOR

4) shouts of encouragement to the artist 
performing. JALEO

5) heel sound. TACÓN

6) a flamenco guitarist. TOCAOR

7) the verse of singing. LETRA

8) the flamenco rhythmic cycle. COMPÁS

LISTENING (10') Circle the correct answer:

1 Murray and Ovejita are going  to a music / dance school today.

2 Flamenco is a style of dance from the southern / eastern part of Spain.

3 Flamenco moves are hand-clapping / shaking hands.

4 The gesture of moving hands is called flower/ floreo.

5 “Golpe” means to strike the floor with the hand / feet.

6 When you dance flamenco you move your feet and hands at the same/different time.

AFTER (10') Flamenco Hunt

Can you find these Flamenco symbols around the building? You must name all the pictures. Your 
English teacher will help you if you ask her/him English questions properly. 
For every correct answer your group will be given the letter of a secret word. When you get the 
complete word you'll be the winner and the game is over. 
This is a group activity (groups of four students). Your group should be named after a flamenco 
word, for example: Group 1: OLE. In addition, name a group spokesperson who will answer all the 
questions. 

BULERIAS – FLAMENCO – FANDANGO - FARRUCAS
Material: pens and worksheets, stickers with the name of the group.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncPPVha9T6c


CAN YOU FIND THESE FLAMENCO SYMBOLS AROUND THE BUILDING?


